The Askaryan Radio Array (ARA) is an ultra-high energy (> 10 17 eV) cosmic neutrino detector in phased construction near the South Pole. ARA searches for radio Cerenkov emission from particle cascades induced by neutrino interactions in the ice using radio frequency antennas (∼ 150 − 800 MHz) deployed at a design depth of 200 m in the Antarctic ice. A prototype ARA Testbed station was deployed at ∼ 30 m depth in the 2010-2011 season and the first three full ARA stations were deployed in the 2011-2012 and 2012-2013 seasons. We present the first neutrino search with ARA using data taken in 2011 and 2012 with the ARA Testbed and the resulting constraints on the neutrino flux from 10 17 − 10 21 eV.
Introduction
The Askaryan Radio Array (ARA) aims to measure the flux of ultra-high energy (UHE) neutrinos above 10 17 eV. While UHE neutrinos are so far undetected, they are expected both directly from astrophysical sources and as decay products from the GZK process [1, 2] , as first pointed out by Berezinsky and Zatsepin [3, 4] . The GZK process describes the interactions Email address: connolly@physics.osu.edu (A. Connolly) between cosmic rays and cosmic microwave and infrared background photons above a ∼ 10 19.5 eV threshold.
The interaction of a UHE neutrino in dense media induces an electromagnetic shower which in turn creates impulsive radiofrequency (RF) Cherenkov emission via the Askaryan effect [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] . In radio transparent media, these RF signals can then be observed by antenna arrays read out with ∼ GHz sampling rates.
Currently, the most stringent limits on the neutrino flux above 10 19 eV have been placed by the balloonborne ANITA experiment sensitive to impulsive radio signals from the Antarctic ice sheet [11, 12] . Below 10 19 eV, the best constraints on the neutrino flux currently come from the IceCube experiment, a 1 km 3 array of photomultiplier tubes in the ice at the South Pole using the optical Cherenkov technique [13] . IceCube has recently reported the first cosmic diffuse neutrino flux, which extends up to ∼ 10 15 eV. This is two orders of magnitude lower energy than ARA's energy threshold [14] .
Due to the ∼ 1 km radio attenuation lengths in ice [15, 16] , radio arrays have the potential to view the 100s of km 3 of ice necessary to reach the sensitivity to detect ∼ 10 events per year from expected UHE neutrino fluxes. The first radio array in ice to search for UHE neutrinos, RICE, was deployed along the strings of the AMANDA detector, an IceCube predecessor, and placed competitive limits on the UHE neutrino flux between 10 17 and 10 20 eV [17] . Next-generation detectors are under construction aiming to reach the 100s of km 3 target volume of ice. The Askaryan Radio Array (ARA) [15] is one such detector being deployed in the ice at the South Pole and the first physics results from a prototype station of this detector are presented in this paper. Another experiment with similar aims, AR-IANNA, is currently being developed on the surface of the Ross Ice Shelf in Antarctica [18] .
ARA aims to deploy 37 stations of antennas at 200 m depth spanning 100 km 2 of ice as shown in Fig. 1 . A design station consists of eight horizontally polarized (HPol) and eight vertically polarized (VPol) antennas at depth and four surface antennas for background rejection and cosmic ray detection via the geomagnetic emission in the atmosphere. The 200 m design depth was chosen because it is below the firn layer, where the index of refraction varies with depth due to the gradual compacting of snow into ice down to ∼ 150m depth. The trigger and data acquisition are handled by electronics at the surface of the ice at each station.
To date, one ARA prototype Testbed station and three full stations have been deployed in the ice. The This paper presents three complementary analyses using data taken with the Testbed station. The first two analyses use a series of cuts to reject background signals in favor of neutrino events. The third analysis is template-based and searches for unique impulsive sig- nals after correlating events.
Testbed
The ARA prototype Testbed station differs from the layout of the design stations for the full array. A more complete description of the design and operation of the Testbed station can be found in [15] . Table 1 summarizes the antenna types and deployed positions in the Testbed which are depicted in Fig. 2 . Here we use the Testbed-centric coordinate system with the origin at the southeast corner of the DAQ box on the surface of ice, +x pointing along the direction of ice flow and thex −ŷ plane tangent to the earth's geoid shape at the surface.
As with the deep stations, the Testbed antennas deployed in boreholes were designed to be broadband, with a mixture of HPol and VPol, subject to the constraint that they must fit down the ∼ 15 cm diameter hole in the ice. For VPol, a wire-frame hollow-center biconical design was chosen with an annular-shaped feed with the string cable running through the center. These "Bicones" have a bandwidth of 150-850 MHz, and four were deployed in boreholes and two near the surface. For HPol, two designs were used in the Testbed, the bowtie-slotted cylinder (BSC) and the quad-slottedcylinder (QSC). The BSCs were used in four borehole antennas and a pair of QSC's in the fifth borehole. Larger antennas were deployed at the surface. Two discone antennas (VPol) and two Batwings (HPol) were deployed 1-2 m from the surface. Additionally, two fat dipoles with a bandwidth of 30-300 MHz were deployed within a meter of the surface to assess the feasibility of detecting geosynchotron RF emission from cosmic rays, which has a lower frequency content than the Askaryan emission expected from neutrinos.
Within 1 m of the antennas, a filter and low noise amplifier (LNA) prepare the signal for transmission to the electronics box at the surface. A notch filter at 450MHz removes the South Pole communications from the Land Mobile Radio handheld UHF systems. A bandpass filter sits just after each antenna and blocks power outside of our 150 MHz to 850 MHz band before amplification. The filtered signal in each antenna is then input to a low noise amplifier and transmitted to the surface. At the surface, a second stage ∼40 dB amplifier boosts the signals before they are triggered and digitized. After arriving at the electronics box at the surface, the signals are split into a path to the trigger, which determines when a signal is to be stored, and another path to the digitizer, which reads out the waveforms.
There are two different trigger modes in the Testbed, an RF trigger and a software trigger. An event passes the RF trigger when the output of a tunnel diode, a few-ns power integrator of the waveforms from each antenna reaching the trigger path, exceeds 5-6 times the mean noise power in three out of the 8 borehole antennas within a 110 ns coincidence window. Due to the differences in responses between channels, each antenna has a slightly different power threshold but they may be adjusted together to obtain different trigger rates. The software trigger causes an event to be recorded every second to monitor the RF environment.
Once the station has triggered, the digitization electronics, which are descended from those developed for ANITA [19] , process the waveforms and output them to storage. Here, in the digitizer path, the signal undergoes an analog-to-digital conversion using the LAB3 RF digitizer [19] , and stored in a buffer (in the Testbed, the buffer was trivially one event deep). The signals from the "shallow" antennas are sampled at 1 GHz, while the signals from the eight borehole antennas were sampled twice, with an time offset of 500 ps for an effective sampling rate of 2 GHz. The digitized waveforms are ∼250 ns long and are centered within approximately 10 ns of the time the station triggered.
Three calibration pulser VPol and HPol antenna pairs were installed at a distance of ∼30 m from the center of the Testbed array to provide in situ timing calibration and other valuable cross checks related to simulations and analysis. An electronic pulser in the electronics box produces a ∼250 ps broadband impulsive signal at a rate of 1 Hz. This pulser is connected to one of the three calibration pulser antenna pairs and can transmit from either the VPol or HPol antenna in each pulser borehole.
Having multiple calibration pulser locations provides a cross check for the timing calibrations of each channel. Also, the observation, or non-observation, of the constant pulse rate by the station provides an estimate of its livetime.
For the Testbed, an event filter selects one event from every ten events at random to be transmitted to the North by satellite and the remaining data is stored locally and hand-carried during the following summer season. For the other ARA stations, this filter is now optimized to select events that exhibit a causal trigger sequence and thus are more likely to be events of interest.
Simulations
There are many simulations based at different institutions used to model ARA. The official simulation program for ARA is called AraSim, and is the one used for the Interferometric Map Analysis and the Coherently Summed Waveform Analysis presented in this paper. AraSim draws on ANITA heritage, but much of the program was custom developed for ARA. An alternate simulation program (RA-RA) is used for the TemplateBased Analysis. One distinguishing feature of RA-RA is that it does not model thermal noise from first principles, but instead inserts simulated neutrino signals on top of measured software-triggered waveforms. AraSim does not take this approach because its trigger model requires generating noise waveforms much longer than the length of a waveform recorded in an event.
AraSim
AraSim generates neutrino events independent of each other, with uniformly distributed neutrino directions and with interaction point locations chosen with a uniform density in the ice. For computational ease, neutrinos are generated within a 3-5 km radius around the center of a single station for neutrino energies from E ν = 10 17 eV-10 21 eV, with the larger radii used for higher energies. For simulating multiple stations, neutrino interactions are generated up to 3-5 km beyond the outermost stations. The energy of the simulated neutrino event can be set to a fixed value or selected from a chosen energy spectrum. Each event is given a weight equal to the probability that the neutrino would have reached the interaction point without being absorbed in the Earth using the energy-dependent cross sections in [20] . Inelasticity distributions are also taken from [20] and used to allocate the energy of the hadronic shower and any electromagnetic shower.
In addition to the showers from the primary interaction, AraSim considers any secondary interactions from µ or τ leptons that are generated from neutrinoice charged current interactions. AraSim calculates the total energy of the primary showers, hadronic and electromagnetic if there is one, and the energy of the secondary showers and generates the RF signal from the interaction among them that produces the most shower energy.
The primary shower comes from the initial neutrinoice interaction. The energy for each electromagnetic and hadronic shower from the primary interaction is obtained from inelasticity distributions from [20] . Electromagnetic and hadronic shower energies for the secondary showers from any µ or τ leptons are calculated from interaction probability tables obtained from the MMC particle generation code [21] . AraSim generates the RF emission from the interaction that produced the most shower energy and then progresses to the trigger simulation.
Since the observed RF emission depends upon the angle relative to the Cherenkov angle at which a given antenna views the event, the path of the signal through the ice is needed. To find the signal path, we use a depth-dependent index of refraction fit to an exponential model fitted to data from the RICE experiment [22] . A ray-tracing algorithm then finds the (zero, one or two) path solutions between the chosen interaction point and the position of each antenna taken from the measured coordinates at deployment. If there are two solutions, we model both received impulses for that event.
In AraSim a in-ice ray tracing code named RaySolver drives multiple source to target ray-trace solutions. From RaySolver, we obtain the travel distance and time from the shower to each antenna and also the polarization of the signal and the receiving angle at the antenna so that we can apply antenna responses to the signal.
RaySolver has a multi-step processes to optimize the computation time. For the first step, it uses an equation, which is driven from Snell's law, to find the launch angle θ 0 at the source location. This equation is not analytically solvable but can be solved numerically (see Appendix A):
where A is one of the parameter values from index of refraction model (n(z) = A + Be C·z ), n and n 0 are index of refraction value at the source and the target respectively, x − x 0 is the horizontal distance between the source and the target, and σ 0 = sin θ 0 . The inputs to Equation 1 are x− x 0 , n 0 and n, which are different for each event. From this equation, RaySolver finds an initial launch angle at the source location that makes the left-hand-side of the equation smaller than 10 −4 . This first semi-analytic approach is much faster than ordinary "trial and error" method as we don't need to trace the ray step-by-step for multiple trials. If RaySolver couldn't find the solution with the first semi-analytic method, it uses a "trial and error" technique to find the solution. If RaySolver finds a first solution, it moves on to the next possible solution which is either a U-turned (or highly bent) in-ice trace or a surface reflected trace. It uses only a traditional "trial and error" method to search for a second solution. Both the first and second solutions, the minimum distance between the ray and the target should be less than the required accuracy parameter which is 0.2 m.
The depth-dependent index of refraction model is a necessary component for the proper simulation of the environment as it causes the signal path to bend in the ice. For depths within the firn (<150 m), this curvature effect is significant and large regions of the ice beyond ∼1 km away have no ray-trace solutions to the antennas as can be seen in Fig. 3 . By increasing the depth of the station from 25 m to the ARA design depth of 200 m (below the firn), the station's effective volume increases by a factor of three at E ν = 10 18 eV and a factor of four at E ν = 10 19 eV. This increase is due to two factors: (1) the total viewable volume is increased and (2) more neutrinos with down-going or Earth-skimming incident angles produce observable interactions and are less subject to earth absorption.
Once the event is generated and the ray-trace solutions are found, the RF Cherenkov emission is modeled from a custom algorithm that uses a parameterized model of the shower and its RF emission adapted from [23] . Based on the energy of the neutrino event, AraSim generates a charge excess profile for the shower based on the Greisen function [24] for the electromagnetic component of the shower and the Gaisser-Hillas function [25] for the hadronic component [26] . Then the vector potential is calculated from a parametrized model [27] that requires the charge excess profile and the viewing angle relative to the Cherenkov angle found from the ray-tracing algorithm. The time-dependent electric field is then just the time derivative of the vector potential.
After the RF emission is calculated, it is propagated through the ice model to the antennas. The signals are attenuated in the ice according to [16] , but with no frequency dependence, using the distance along each raytrace path through the ice. The signal arrival times are calculated for each path taking into account the depth-dependent index of refraction.
After the signals reach the antennas, we model the response of the detector to these received signals. The antenna angular and frequency responses used were created in NEC2 [28] simulations of similar antenna types. After the received signal is convolved with the antenna response, the response of the RF filters and amplifiers are then applied. The amplitude response of the filters and amplifiers are taken from lab measurements while the phase response is derived from a Qucs Studio [29] model of filters with similar characteristics. Once the received signal is convolved with the detector response, noise is added to the signal.
The noise modeling in AraSim is derived from software triggered events recorded by the Testbed between February and June 2012. These type of events should consist primarily of thermal background. For each antenna, we compute the frequency spectrum for each software triggered event and find the distribution of amplitudes over all events for each of 512 frequency bins of ∼2 MHz width. In each frequency bin, the distribution of these amplitudes is fitted to a Rayleigh function, and the best fit function is used by AraSim to generate noise for that antenna for that frequency bin. In each bin, an amplitude is randomly selected from the appropriate Rayleigh distribution and a phase is selected from a flat distribution. Once the amplitudes and phases have been selected for all frequency bins, the spectrum is converted to the time domain to produce a ∼ 6 µs noise waveform or one long enough to encompass the arrival times for all ray solutions. Since 8192 frequency bins are necessary for generating such a long waveform, interpolation of the fit parameters is performed between the 512 frequency bins. The time-domain signal waveform is added to this noise waveform at its calculated arrival time at the antenna. This process is repeated for each antenna and thus the simulated noise level is at the same level as the the recorded data for each antenna.
Once the noise has been added, the signal is split into the trigger and digitization paths. For the trigger path, the time-domain signal is convolved with a model of the tunnel diode power integrator. This convolved time-domain response is then scanned for excursions above the power threshold. For the Testbed simulation, the power thresholds were calibrated against RF triggered events for each antenna. When the trigger finds 3 such excursions among the 8 borehole antennas within a 110 ns window, the event is considered to have triggered. Once the trigger condition is met, waveforms are read out in 256 ns waveforms just like the data, and written into the same format as the data so that the simulated events can be analyzed with identical software.
RA-RA
A second simulation (RA-RA) traces its heritage to the RICE experimental simulation and is entirely independent of the AraSim code. The signal generation is based on the Alvarez et al. parametrization of the Askaryan effect [23] , and primarily differs from the standard AraSim package in the way signal is overlaid on background. In this case, forced trigger events sampled over the period corresponding to the data analysis are retained and are considered as representative of the environment against which a signal neutrino event must be discriminated. Correspondingly, neutrinos are simulated without noise, then their signal voltages directly added to the voltage vs. time data from the forced triggers. In addition, the RA-RA simulation models birefringence, which is expected to be a subtle effect but one that is not modeled in AraSim.
Even after the signals are overlaid over the waveforms from each force triggered event, there is still an uncertainty in the actual time when the event trigger latches in the waveform. The Testbed electronics have an intrinsic total jitter of 25 ns in this actual time. In the RA-RA simulation, the third antenna of a given polarization with a voltage excursion exceeding 4.5 σ is assumed to be that channel that satisfied the online 3/8 requirement; the time at which that excursion occurred is assigned a value between -12.5 and 12.5 ns, with a uniform probability for all values in between.
The advantage of this scheme where signals are added to force triggered waveforms is that it includes all of the backgrounds that are present in the data; the disadvantage is that the trigger simulation is somewhat cruder than in the default AraSim package. However, in so far as the subsequent analysis makes a more stringent requirement of four antennas with at least 6 σ V (vs. three 4.5 σ V excursions for the trigger simulation), the neutrino detection efficiency is set by the analysis, rather than the trigger requirements, in any case.
Testbed Data Analyses
This paper presents three complementary searches for neutrino events in the Testbed. The Interferometric Map Analysis aims to reduce backgrounds mainly by assessing the quality of reconstructions produced interferometrically. This analysis performs depth-dependent ray tracing through the firn layer and we use the results of this analysis to derive constraints on the neutrino flux at the conclusion of the paper. The Coherently Summed Waveform Analysis uses a different reconstruct technique, performing a best fit to time delays derived from coherently summed waveforms. This analysis is complementary to the first one in that it has ∼ 30% higher analysis efficiency but a ∼ 10% lower livetime, leading to very similar limits as those set by the first analysis. The third analysis, the Template-Based Analysis, performs correlations between events and searches for any producing a unique pattern of waveforms. In contrast to the previous two analyses, the Template-Based Analysis relies primarily on three-dimensional, rather than twodimensional source reconstruction, as described later in this document.
The three analyses presented in this paper search for neutrino events in Testbed data within the period from January 2011 to December 2012. The TemplateBased Analysis searches among all triggered events in the Testbed only from March to August of 2011.
All three analyses use a blinding technique to minimize individual bias determining analysis criteria. Of the full data set, all software triggered events, all calibration pulser events, and only one out of every ten non-calibration pulser, RF triggered events are available for preliminary analysis and determining cut parameters. Once the cuts are finalized, they are applied to the remaining 90 % of the data. The limits presented in the Results section represent the comparable results of the Interferometric Map Analysis and the Coherently Summed Waveform Analysis.
Interferometric Map Analysis with Depth Dependent Ray Tracing
The first of the three analyses reconstructs events using an interferometric map technique. For this analysis, we consider RF triggered events from January 8 th , 2011 to December 31 st , 2012 and use a set of optimized cuts using AraSim calibrated against Testbed data to eliminate background events from our final sample. This analysis is performed in two stages. Stage 1 was a complete analysis on a limited data set that had been processed at an early period of data processing. A complete analysis is carried on data from from February-June of 2012 only, optimizing cuts on the 10% set before opening the box on that time period alone. Then, in Stage 2 the analysis is expanded to the remainder of time in the two year period once more processed data became available. In Stage 2, the cuts were re-optimized on the 10% set for the two year period but excluding February-June 2012 which had already been analyzed. Table 2 summarizes the number of events passing each cut.
Here we begin a description of all of the cuts applied in the Interferometric Map Analysis. In both stages of the analysis, first we apply a few initial Event Quality Cuts to reject anomalous electronics behavior. Due to the increase in radio backgrounds during the summer season at the South Pole, we only allow events from February 16 th to October 22 nd in each year to pass our cuts. The period from April 6 th to May 12 th 2012 was characterized by consistent instability in the digitization electronics and thus this period is excluded as well. We remove calibration pulser events with a timing cut of width 80 ms centered around the beginning of the GPS second, which is when the calibration pulser signal is expected to arrive. We also remove events with corrupted waveforms, which comprise ∼ 1 % of the entire data set. We also reject an event if, in two or more channels, the power in frequencies below the high-pass-filter cut-off frequency of 150 MHz is greater than 10 % of the waveform's power. This cut is designed to eliminate specific electronics errors that are otherwise difficult to identify. The percentage of simulated neutrino events rejected by this cut is less than 1%.
We attempt a directional reconstruction for each event using the relative timing information and maximizing a summed cross-correlation over a set of hypothesized source positions. We perform a cross-correlation on the waveforms from each pair of antennas of the same polarization. This crosscorrelation function measures how similar the two waveforms are with a given offset in time. For each pair of antennas, we calculate the expected delays between the signal arrival times as a function of the position of a putative source relative to the center of the station. The center of the station is located at the mean of the antenna positions ∼ 20 m deep in the ice. These signal arrival times account for the depth-dependent index of refraction in the firn layer and the abrupt change at the ice-air interface. If there are two ray trace solutions, only the direct one is considered. For a given source position, the cross-correlation value for an antenna pair is given by: pair of antennas of the same polarization are weighted by the inverse of the integrated power of the overlap between the waveforms and Hilbert-transformed before being summed together to make the summed crosscorrelation. Summed cross-correlations for each polarization for each event are summarized in maps with 1
• ×1
• bins in zenith and azimuth for source distances of 3 km and 30 m only (see Fig. 4 ). We use the 30 m map to determine if the event is a calibration pulser signal that has not been properly flagged, and the 3 km map to determine the reconstruction direction of sources hypothesized to be from far away, such as neutrino events. For each 1
• bin, we sample the correlation function for each pair of antennas at the delay expected for that source direction and distance, and form the summed cross-correlation that is entered on the map. We define the reconstruction direction to be the location of the peak in the correlation map. Based on the calibration pulser events, our pointing resolution on the RF direction is ∼ 1
• .
Based on the reconstruction map generated by the interferometric reconstruction technique just described, we decide whether the map is of good quality in terms of pointing directionality. When the signal is coming from one specific location and generates a consistent pattern of waveforms across multiple channels, the reconstruction map will point back to the direction of the source location. A set of Reconstruction Quality Cuts ensure that the event can be characterized by a single well-defined pointing direction that does not have an overly broad spot size on the map. Thermal noise events will not exhibit this strong well-defined peak in an interferometric map. The Reconstruction Quality Cuts also require that any strong correlation is not found only in a single bin on the map with no other comparable sized correlation values nearby. This would not be consistent with the antenna and electronics responses of the detector.
The Reconstruction Quality Cuts are based on an area surrounding the peak correlation where the correlation remains high, A peak , and the total area on the map showing high correlations, A total . We first find the 85% contour surrounding the point of peak correlation and the area of that contour in square degrees is A peak . The total area on the map that shows a correlation higher than 85% of the maximum correlation value is called A total . The first Reconstruction Quality Cut condition requires the size of A peak to be greater than 1 deg 2 and less than 50 deg 2 . The minimum of that range is the area of a single bin on the map, due to individual time bins in the waveforms. The 50 deg 2 was chosen because in a distribution of A peak from cal pulser events, it was ∼ 2σ away from the mean of the distribution at ∼ 30 deg 2 . The choice of the 85% level for the contour was somewhat arbitrary. A different choice would have led to a different maximum allowed A peak . Note that the area of the 85% contour around the peak is not the same as the resolution of the reconstruction. Instead, the area of the contour is related to the width of the readout impulse. The second condition for the Reconstruction Quality Cut requires the ratio between A total and A peak to be less than 1.5. This means that only one reconstruction direction dominates the map.
Each event is separated into VPol and HPol channels. A VPol or HPol channel is required to pass these two Reconstruction Quality Cut conditions in the 3000 m maps. For the purpose of tabulating results, the rest of the cuts are applied to VPol and/or HPol channels separately after the Reconstruction Quality Cut. The cuts applied to each polarization are the same and for any event, one or both channels may pass the cuts.
A set of Geometric Cuts reject events that reconstruct to locations where background due to anthropogenic noise is expected to be high, either where there is known human activity or where signals reconstruct to the same location repeatedly. See Fig. 9 . The reconstructed directions used for this cut are derived using the interferometric reconstruction technique described above. Events that reconstruct to South Pole Station (SPS) are rejected. This area covers a region of -153
• and -119
• in azimuthal angle. Events that reconstruct to within a box in zenith and azimuth centered around the location of a calibration pulser are also rejected (see below). Additionally, we reject regions where where multiple events reconstruct after several other cuts have been applied. This removes signals originating from unknown but repeating sources. Neutrino events are not expected to originate from the same position repeatedly. The events targeted by these Geometric Cuts, other than the calibration pulser events, may all be coming from sources at SPS as one of the best reconstructing directions is generally pointing toward SPS.
Three repeating locations were identified in the Interferometric Map Analysis, two in the VPol 30 m map, and another on the VPol 3 km map. The events reconstructing to a repeating location in the Vpol 30 m map are characterized as "near surface" events as they appear to come from a point near the surface of the ice at θ ≈ +40
• relative to the station center. The two locations in the VPol 30 m map reject the same type of event where the best reconstructed location can be either of two locations depending on the strength of the signal.
The first of these two reconstruction locations for "near surface" events is centered at a zenith angle of 40
• and an azimuth of 140
• . We reject any events whose VPol 30 m reconstruction points within a box that is 10
• in zenith and 40
• wide in azimuth and centered on that location. The second of the two reconstruction locations for "near surface" events is centered at a zenith angle of -57
• and an azimuth of -100
• . We reject any events whose VPol 30 m reconstruction points within a 30
• × 30
• box in zenith and azimuth surrounding that point. One repeating location was identified in the VPol 3 km map and these events are characterized by an excess of power in a ∼ 50 MHz band around 200 MHz, and as such are labeled "200 MHz events." This "200 MHz" repeating region from the VPol 3000 m map is centered at a zenith angle of -40
• and an azimuth of -99
• with the rejection region being 20
• wide in azimuth and 34
• high in zenith. As with the "near surface" events, there is a secondary reconstruction point but it is located within the SPS reconstruction region and thus events that reconstruct there are already rejected. These events from repeating locations are expected to be more effectively rejected by other means after improving the reconstruction method in the next analysis.
A Saturation Cut rejects events when the saturation of the amplifier induces distortion of the waveform. When the signal strength is strong enough to saturate the amplifier and change the linearity of the amplification factor, we may have misleading reconstructed information from the event and thus we want to remove it from consideration. As the maximum dynamic range of the amplifiers of the borehole antennas is ∼ ±1 V, we set the saturation point of the output voltage to ±995 mV and when two or more channels' waveforms have maximum voltage values that exceed the saturation point, we reject the event.
The Gradient Cut is a pattern recognition cut to reject a specific type of background event which has a strong gradient in signal strength across the Testbed in one direction. The Geometric Cut was not sufficient to reject this specific type of background event because the Geometric Cuts are effective for sources located at ∼ 30 m or > 1 km distance from the Testbed, while only a closer source can give us such a large gradient in signal strength across the station. We first check whether there is a gradient in signal strength in the direction that matches that of these background events. One of the two VPol channels facing SPS has the strongest V peak /RMS value for these events while one of other two VPol channels has the weakest signal strength. When the pattern matches, we calculate the gradient value, G, given by
where V max is the peak voltage of the channel with the highest V peak /RMS, V min is the peak voltage of the channel with the lowest V peak /RMS, and V RMS,max and V RMS,min are the RMS voltages of those same channels respectively. If the gradient value is greater than 3.0 we reject the event.
The Delay Difference Cut ensures that the reconstruction direction derived from all the borehole antennas of the same polarization is consistent with the delay observed between the signals in the two antennas with the strongest signals. This cut determines whether the reconstructed direction for the event corresponds to the timing difference between the highest peak voltages in the waveforms. In the case of an impulsive signal like a neutrino event, we expect this correlation to exist whereas a thermal noise event in general should not exhibit this behavior. We calculate the time delay ∆t 1,2,peak between the peak voltages V peak /RMS in the two channels with the highest peak voltages. We also find the time delay that would be expected between those two channels based on the direction of reconstruction, ∆t 1,2,reco . We then find the difference between these two values, ∆T delay = ∆t 1,2,peak − ∆t 1,2,reco . If |∆T delay | > 20 ns, we reject the event.
The In-Ice Cut rejects the events that reconstruct to directions above horizontal as viewed by the Testbed. This cut is made because we are searching for neutrino events that are coming from the ice.
A Continuous Waveform (CW) Cut rejects the events that are contaminated with narrowband anthropogenic noise. This cut rejects events that show a narrowband peak above an expected noise spectrum. To do this, we need to first find the average spectrum for each data run to serve as a "baseline" for comparison against individual events. Then for each channel, we compare the individual event's waveforms against the baseline. A frequency bin is flagged as containing CW if, that bin in one channel exceeds 6.5 dB above the baseline, and two other channels also have a bin within 5 MHz of the first that exceeds the threshold. In order to maintain a high efficiency for neutrinos, we require that this excess is narrowband before rejecting the event. We define a signal to be narrowband if less than 50% of frequency bins in a 40 MHz band around the peak are above 6.0 dB above the baseline.
Before a baseline is determined to be an acceptable representation of the average background for a given run, we examine the characteristics of the run overall to determine if it is contaminated by a large number of CW events. To do this, we calculate the maximum correlation between waveforms of neighboring events. If a significant number of CW events are found, they will be highly correlated with each other. We do not use baselines in which more than 10% of neighboring events are well correlated (contain a correlation between any two of the same antennas between events > 0.2). In this case, we use an acceptable baseline from a nearby time period instead.
As a last cut, a Peak/Correlation Cut is applied. Since we expect impulsive events to exhibit a correlation between the V peak /RMS values from the waveforms and maximum correlation value from the reconstruction map, we designed a cut using these two values, as in [11, 12] . CW-like events tend have high correlation values but low V peak /RMS values. Conversely, thermal noise events may fluctuate to high V peak /RMS values but not correlate well in any particular direction.
The Peak/Correlation Cut is based on a 2-dimensional scatter plot that has 2 nd highest V peak /RMS on the vertical axis and a maximum correlation value on the horizontal axis for the corresponding polarization (see Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 ). We choose the 2 nd highest V peak /RMS value from the waveforms in order to ensure that the value represents the signal strength in at least two channels and not a random fluctuation from thermal noise. First, we set constant cuts at 2 nd highest V peak /RMS > 4.0 and maximum correlation value > 0.13. We use the 2 nd highest V peak /RMS instead of the highest so that two channels exceed our threshold. After this, we define a cut as a line on the plot of V peak /RMS vs. maximum correlation as shown in the figures. Events located above this line will pass the cut.
We choose the Peak/Correlation Cut that gives us the best expected limit on the maximal model from Kotera et al. [30] . First we pick a slope for the straight line cut, and then move the cut line vertically until we find the best expected limit. We choose a slope of -14 because for that slope, when we move the line vertically, the number of events passing the cut follows an exponential function with a reasonable p-value at 0.235 (see Fig. 7 ). Among vertical offsets, we find the best expected limit on the Kotera maximal model when the straight-line cut intersects the Max Corr Value=0 axis at 2nd highest Vpeak/RMS=8.8 and is shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 . To estimate the background, we use the 10% data set and fit the differential number of events rejected by the Peak/Correlation cut as a function of the vertical offset to an exponential function, shown in Fig. 7 . We use the fit function N diff = e a·x+b where x is where the cut line intersects the Max Corr Value=0 axis, N diff is the differential number of events rejected by the Peak/Correlation cut when it is vertically offset by dx, and a and b are two fit parameters in the exponential function. From the fit, we obtained a = −4.29 ± 0.26 and b = 31.70 ± 1.67 where the deviation of each parameter is the one sigma error from likelihood fit result. The optimal vertical offset gives us 0.06 estimated background events and 0.02 expected neutrino events from the Kotera maximal model in the 90% data set in the Stage 2 analysis. Figure 6 : These plots are zoomed in versions of the plots above (Fig. 5 ). In the data (a), the events are dominated by thermal noise and thus concentrate around specific low correlation and V peak /RMS values of 0.135 and 3.7, respectively. The simulated events are dominated by the simulated signal and thus do not tend to cluster around a particular value for the correlation and signal strength.
2 nd highest V peak /RMS on the horizontal axis as in the Peak/Correlation Cut. The analysis efficiency for the maximal Kotera model is ∼ 40 % for signal strengths between 7 and 20 in 2 nd highest V peak /RMS. The first noticeable cut on the plot is the Saturation Cut which rejects most of events above 20 V peak /RMS signal strength. After that, the Geometric Cuts reject ∼ 20% of the events mostly due to the SPS Geometric Cut and are consistent across all signal strengths. The Delay Difference Cut and the Reconstruction Quality Cut reject poorly reconstructing events, bringing the efficiencies to the ∼ 40 % for high SNR. The remaining cuts, such as the Down, CW and Peak/Correlation Cuts, don't significantly affect the total efficiencies. In Stage 1 of the analysis, we had three events survive all cuts. These three events were all known types of anthropogenic impulsive events, and one was removed by altering the Gradient Cut and the other two by altering the Geometric Cut. In Stage 2 of the analysis (2011-2012), using these new Geometric Cut regions, two events survived. The four events that were rejected by the modified Geometric Cuts in the first and second stages can be seen in Fig. 9 , along with the Geometric Cut regions. The alterations to the Geometric Cut regions increase the total acceptance of the Geometric Cut (which includes the South Pole region) by less than 5%. After these modifications, zero neutrino candidate events survived. In future analyses, we plan to design cuts to reject these type of events by other means, with less reliance on the Geometric Cuts.
In Stage 1, one of the three events that passed appears to be a "200 MHz" type event, and we had intended to reject those with the Gradient Cut and this cut was modified slightly to better match the pattern that it was trying to identify. The original definition of the cut required that the highest V peak /RMS value came from a VPol channel before the gradient condition was checked for the event. Through what appears to be an aberrant single-bin fluctuation, this event had its highest V peak /RMS in an HPol channel. Since the requirement that the highest V peak /RMS value be from a VPol channel is not a necessary condition for the pattern recognition, it was removed from the definition of the cut. The adjusted cut just checks that the gradient among the VPol channels matches the pattern and using this adjusted definition, the event was then rejected.
The other two events that passed the Stage 1 analysis cuts corresponded to the "Near Surface" event type and appears to be one intended to be removed by a Geometric Clustering Cut. Initially the location and size of these regions were defined by eye, but after Stage 1 of the analysis, they were adjusted in a more quantitative manner.
The two altered "Near Surface' regions were defined by Gaussian fits to the azimuth and zenith distributions of the events with only the Event Quality, Reconstruction Quality Cut, Delay Difference and CW Cuts applied. The edges of each cut region were defined by the criterion that one would expect a total of 0.04 background events to reconstruct outside the region based on this Gaussian fit with only these four cuts applied. This modification increased the total size of the Geometric Cut area, including the SPS, Calibration Pulser, and Clustering Cuts, by ∼ 14%. After these adjustments, all of the events were rejected.
In Stage 2, the two events that passed were again leaked anthropogenic impulsive events that were intended to be rejected by the "200 MHz" Geometric Cut and thus were removed by slightly expanding the Geometric Cut region in the 3 km map.
Coherently Summed Waveform Analysis
The Coherently Summed Wave Analysis differs from the Interferometric Map Analysis in its reconstruction method, continuous wave rejection and other cut parameters. The initial data quality cuts and trigger timing cuts (to reject calibration signals) are performed in a similar manner and will not be discussed here.
Although affecting only a small fraction of livetime and recorded events, CW sources are a significant background to any physics search. The concept of ARA relies on coherence between signals seen in multiple antennas, and continuous wave sources, such as communications signals, provide strong coherence. As these signals are a background to the analysis a CW Cut is implemented to reject events that have characteristics similar to CW signals. A probability is calculated on an event by event basis that the measured frequency content is thermal in nature. Events are then rejected when an excess is observed across a narrow range of frequencies. The probability threshold and minimum width are tuned using a combination of events identified as containing a known CW source, calibration pulser events and simulated neutrino signals to avoid rejecting broadband signals. The reconstruction method is based upon calculating timing offsets between waveforms that maximize correlation. This is achieved by creating a coherently summed wave (CSW), where individual antenna waveforms are added, offset in time relative from one another. These offsets are computed using a simple algorithm that finds a CSW that is maximally correlated with the individual antenna waveforms, as measured by cross-correlation. The CSW is defined as:
where N is the total number of antennas, ψ i is the time domain waveform for the i th antenna and ∆t 1,i is the time offset between antenna 1, to which the other antenna waveforms are referenced, and antenna i.
The timing difference between pairs of antennas holds information about the arrival direction of the radio signal and are checked against those calculated from an ice model using uniform index of refraction. A pseudo-χ 2 is computed for a series of trial source locations in 1-degree bins in θ, φ and logarithmically spaced bins in radial distance R. This is calculated as follows:
where ∆t
is the measured offset between antenna 1 and antenna i, ∆t exp 1,i is the calculated offset expected from a trial source location and σ is taken to be 1 ns (which is similar to the timing uncertainty expected given uncertainty on the antenna positions). The reconstructed location is that which minimizes the pseudo-χ 2 and hence corresponds to the most likely physical location given the measured time offsets.
This method has the benefit of using the rich information contained within the digitized waveforms (correlation techniques result in precision of ∼ 150 ps resolution in timing differences between pairs of antennas) as well as providing a parameter that describes the goodness of fit in psuedo-χ 2 , upon which a cut can be placed. A requirement for good reconstruction will also reject a large number of thermal events since they will have essentially random offsets between antennas and the preferred source location will, in general, have a relatively large psuedo-χ 2 value associated with it. The reconstruction of over 2 million events from an in ice calibration source is shown in Fig. 10 .
A CSW is formed for the HPol and VPol antennas separately and two parameters are derived that are used to identify neutrino-like signals. The first parameter is the peak voltage in the CSW, which acts as a measure of power in the constituent antennas. The cross-correlation waveform is computed for each antenna with the CSW of the remaining antennas (since a waveform will be maximally correlated with itself it is not included in the CSW). The maximum cross-correlation is found in each of these waveforms and summed to form a variable called 'sum of correlation values', which acts as a measure of coherence. A linear combination of these parameters is taken to maximize the separation between thermal events and a combination of simulated neutrino and calibration pulser events. The resulting cut parameter, dubbed 'Powherence', is a measure of both power Having applied the CW, psuedo-χ 2 and Powherence cuts to the VPol and HPol antennas separately, cuts are made to remove time periods and directions producing large numbers of passing events. The "Good Times" cut is described in the Livetime section below. The geometric cuts are based on reconstruction. The CSW reconstruction achieves ∼1 degree resolution for both simulated neutrino events and calibration pulser signals. A conservative approach was taken in identifying geometric cuts to remove anthropogenic noise signals. As a result, a 50-degree region in azimuth corresponding to the direction of the IceCube Laboratory, as well as 10-degree regions around calibration pulser locations were masked off. In addition, events are rejected where the reconstructed source location is above the ice. The efficiency for all cuts can be found in Fig. 11 .
Upon application of these cuts to TestBed data taken during 2011 and 2012 results in no events surviving and hence there being no candidate neutrino events.
Template-Based Analysis
The third analysis strategy presented in this paper traces its heritage to the RICE experiment, which defined 'background' generically as any repetitive waveform or hit antenna pattern. In this approach, a sequence of event-selection criteria are initially applied to suppress both anthropogenic and thermal noise relative to 'interesting' events (either in-ice neutrino interactions, typically coming from below a given ARA station, or perhaps down-coming radio signals from extensive air showers (EAS)) as follows. First, CW contamination is reduced by filtering any CW line which has more than 8% of the total power in the frequency spectrum, and then continuing with the analysis on that filtered event. Next, triggered events must have at least four antennas with voltage excursions larger than 6 × the root-mean-square voltage σ V . The σ V for a particular antenna is measured using forced triggers (and excluding CW contributions).
Second, triggered events must have a wellreconstructed, single source vertex point, as defined by the event χ 2 (defined below), and using source identification algorithms based on RICE codes. In this source reconstruction scheme, antennas are assigned a "hit-time" corresponding to the time at which the voltage magnitude exceeds 6 σ V . The source vertex point r S for an event occurring at time t S is determined in three complementary ways:
1. Using the CERN-based MINUIT minimization package, we find the space point which minimizes the sum of the propagation-time residuals, assuming that vertex point. I.e., we minimize χ
2 , where t S is the calculated propagation time from the putative source point to the i th antenna, t i is the measured time for that antenna as defined by the first 6 σ V criterion outlined above, r S is the putative source point in coordinate space, r i is the known location for the i th antenna, and the sum runs over all the hit antennas. 2. Second, we find that space point defined as the centroid of the event vertices defined by subsets of four hits of the same polarization. That space point can be thought of as the intersection point of spheres centered on each hit antenna, with a spherical radius r = c(t − t 0 ), and t 0 the time of the in-ice neutrino interaction. 3. The results of the previous two calculations are compared against the reconstructed source location using standard ARA interferometric techniques. In fact, the reconstructed angular source resolution for the three techniques are very comparable, as shown in Figure 12 The third event-selection criterion requires a total minimum waveform power (defined as Σ(V 2 i ) for all the in-ice antennas) to suppress any thermal noise events which pass the four-fold 6 σ V requirement.
Next, if the source location for events passing the previous two requirements is consistent with the known location of the englacial calibration pulser, the event is rejected as a pulser event.
In the final step, triggered events passing the first four requirements are then compared to all other events satisfying those requirements. If the two events are 'similar' (as defined by a direct dot product between the two event waveforms, or by the timing pattern of the hit antennas), the events are rejected as 'repetitive' and unlikely to arise from 'interesting' physics processes such as neutrinos interacting in-ice, or radio waves emanating from charged cosmic ray air showers above the array.
Application of the above event selection to Testbed data acquired between March 2011 and August 2011 results in one event passing all applied cuts; this event is considered a misidentified in-ice calibration pulser event because its timing and amplitude characteristics are typical of those events.
Livetime Calculation
A livetime is obtained for each analysis, defined as the total amount of time covered by the data set where the trigger is available, excluding any periods of time that were rejected by the analysis.
For each analysis, the trigger deadtime is calculated by accumulating the number of 10 MHz clock cycles N c during one GPS second when the trigger was not available due to the waveform readout process after the trigger or any other issue that would cause the Testbed to be unable to trigger. This counted number of clock cycles N c gives us the livetime fraction of that second as 1 − N c /10
7 . The total livetime of the Testbed is obtained by accumulating the livetime fraction from each second over the entire data set while avoiding double counting of the livetime from same GPS second. For the Interferometric Map Analysis, if any second has a deadtime 10%, the entire second is rejected.
The Interferometric Map Analysis conservatively rejects the events from October 22 nd to February 16 th which is the summer season at the South Pole. Additionally, calibration pulser timing cut reduces the livetime by ∼ 8%. This strict timing cut requirement will be able to be relaxed in future analyses. The CW Cut also requires the identification of a good baseline and if this baseline is not found in a nearby time period, that run period is rejected. This requirement reduces the livetime by ∼ 15% but better CW analysis techniques will be able to remove this requirement as well. The overall Interferometric Map Analysis livetime from the 2011-2012 Testbed data is 224 days. The Coherently Summed Waveform analysis places few cuts designed to remove specific backgrounds and instead attempts to remove remaining backgrounds through a cut that leverages their repetitive nature, referred to as the "Good Times" Cut. This cut firstly masks off the first and last 30 days of 2011 and 2012 to avoid the peak of human activity at the South Pole station. The second stage is to identify, and mask off, days of the year that see a significant number of events passing all but the Geometric Cuts. A day is masked off if the total number of passing events in the previous, current and following day exceeds 14 events.
Results
No neutrino candidate events were found for the Interferometric Map Analysis and the results from this analysis are used to derive constraints on the neutrino flux. Compared to the Interferometric Map Analysis, the Coherently Summed Waveform Analysis has a 30% higher analysis efficiency and a ∼ 10% lower livetime, thus limits derived from the latter give a very similar result. We find it quite encouraging that these two complementary analyses give such similar results. We note that they both use AraSim to interpret the results as lim-its.
The effect of the successive cuts in Stage 2 of the Interferometric Map Analysis is summarized in Table 2 . After the Event Quality and the Reconstruction Quality Cuts are applied, for this table the events are examined in HPol and VPol channels separately. While a single event can pass the HPol and VPol Reconstruction Quality Cut simultaneously and be considered in both channels, only a small number of events (∼ 100) did so.
After finding no neutrino candidate events passing all cuts, we set limits on the neutrino flux given the effective volume of the Testbed derived from AraSim and total livetime of the period examined. The effective volume, V eff , is found for each energy bin by simulating a large number (∼ 10 6 ) of events:
Each event is given a weight w i equal to the probability that the neutrino was not absorbed in the earth, given its direction and position of the interaction. Then
w i is the weighted sum of the number of events that triggered and passed all analysis cuts, and N is the total number of events thrown. The neutrino interactions are thrown in a cylindrical volume centered around the detector, denoted V cylinder . The effective area is then calculated from the effective volume by the following:
where l interaction is the interaction length. The 90% differential flux limits in Fig. 13 can then calculated from:
where T is the total livetime of the examined period, the factor of 2.3 comes from the 90% Poisson confidence level, and the ln(10) is a correction factor for the log-scale binning. The limit curve shown in Fig. 13 was made for the Interferometric Map Analysis although the Coherently Summed Waveform Analysis produces very similar results, as described earlier. The projected limits for ARA37 shown in the same figure are derived from trigger-level sensitivities only, with 100% analysis efficiencies assumed for simplicity. 
Systematic Uncertainties
In this section, we will discuss the systematic uncertainties in the Interferometric Map Analysis. We considered systematic uncertainties in both the background estimation and analysis efficiency. While the uncertainty on our background estimation is derived solely from the errors on the best fit line used to extrapolate the background estimate described in Section 4.1, for the analysis efficiency we consider the effect of the antenna model, ice index of refraction model, ice attenuation model, and neutrino cross section model. Each systematic error is obtained by changing only one parameter value at a time from our basis and estimating the impact on the result from each.
The systematic uncertainty on the background estimation is derived from the errors on the best fit exponential function used in the extrapolation described in Section 4.1. Recall that the best fit to N diff = e a·x+b gave a = −4.29 ± 0.26 and b = 31.70 ± 1.67. We moved each fit parameter alone by one standard deviation in both the positive and negative directions, and obtained the maximum deviation in the background estimate in each direction. We find the number of background events to be 0.06
+0.52
−0.05 events in the 90% data set in the Stage 2 analysis.
Modeling the expected frequency-dependent phases of the neutrino-induced measured pulses contributes an important systematic error to our analysis efficiencies. We use two different techniques for modeling the phases, and they put upper and lower bounds on our limit and projected sensitivity for ARA37, which are based on our current trigger and given the effects so far included in our simulations. Conservatively, our main result in this paper (the red line in Fig. 13 ) uses our default model, while we believe that a more accurate model would give an improved limit.
We model the phase of a received pulse from a neutrino interaction using two different methods, the first being the default and the second for comparison. We believe that the "true" phases would give a result that is in between the two. The first, default approach models the frequency-dependent phase of the RF emission, as well as the phase response of antennas, filters and amplifiers as described in Section 3. The second model for the phase, used for comparison, is quite simplistic, with the phase of the radio emission being +90
• for positive frequencies and -90
• for negative frequencies, and the phase response of antennas and electronics being flat.
While the second, simple model of the phase response produces a received pulse that is too narrow, we have found by comparing simulated and measured calibration pulser waveforms that our default method simulates pulses that are too broad. The narrow pulses from the second method result in analysis efficiencies that are too high, and the broader pulses from the default method fail our cuts more often than they should. This excessive broadening of the pulse is believed to be dominated by the antenna response model, and future measurements of the phase response of our antennas are expected to greatly reduce this systematic uncertainty.
The second model gives a trigger level sensitivity that is approximately 65% larger than the first model at 10 17 eV, 50% larger at 10 18 eV and 20% larger at the highest energy simulated, 10 21 eV. At low energies, the dispersion of the signal has a more dramatic effect on the trigger efficiency whereas at higher energies the dispersion has less of an effect due to the the strength of the signal.
The choice of model for the depth dependence of the index of refraction in the firn, both for event generation and for event reconstruction, provides another source of systematic uncertainty in our analysis efficiency since it determines the path taken through the ice and the arrival direction at the antennas, and also impacts the interferometric maps that are used in analysis. By default, we used the exponential fit function for the index of refraction as a function of depth:
n(z) = 1.78 − 0.43 · e −0.0132·z (9) where n is the index of refraction and z the depth of ice (positive value for deeper location). The alternative index of refraction model we tested was an inverse exponential fit function:
Both functions gives an index of refraction of 1.35 at the surface and 1.78 in deep ice. The exponential model has a more shallow firn layer (∼ 200 m) compared to the inverse exponential model (∼ 250 m), and thus shows a more dramatic change in index of refraction as a function of depth. The exponential model is chosen as the default since it fits better with measurements [22] , and we use the same model for both event generation and reconstruction in the analysis. This strategy of course assumes perfect knowledge of the index of refraction when carrying out the reconstruction. In order to estimate the systematic error due to imperfect knowledge of the depth-dependence of the ice, we try using each of the two models for event reconstruction and/or reconstruction, giving four combinations including the default combination, and find the largest excursions from the baseline result in either direction. We find the efficiency can increase by 4.9% or decrease by 16.4% at E ν = 10 18 eV compared to the default due to imperfect knowledge of the depthdependence of the index of refraction in ice.
Likewise, we assess the systematic uncertainty due to in-ice field attenuation by comparing our our result when two different models are used. The default model uses a South Pole temperature profile from [31] folded in with a relationship between field attenuation length and ice temperature given in [32] as used in ANITA simulations and described in [33] . The alternative ice attenuation length model is based on the ARA Testbed measurement from IceCube deep pulser events published in [15] .
By default, our modeling of the effect of ice attenuation is based on ANITA simulations [33] , where profiles of ice attenuation vs. depth are considered, and for each event, the ice attenuation length is averaged over depth from the neutrino-ice interaction location to the surface and the result is denoted L atten . The attenuation length is assumed to remain a constant L atten over the entire path of the ray in the ice, and an ice attenuation factor,
is then applied to the electric field. Here, F total IceAtten,default is the ice attenuation factor and D travel is the ray travel distance between the neutrino-ice interaction location and the antenna. The second calculates the total attenuation factor every few 10 m along the path of the ray for each event, 
where F total IceAtten,alter is the ice attenuation factor to the electric field strength from the alternative model, N the total number of ray tracing step from neutrino-ice interaction location to the antenna, D i the ray travel distance for the corresponding ray trace step i, and L atten (z i ) the ice attenuation length at corresponding ray tracing step's depth z i . Due to the fact that the second technique gives us longer attenuation lengths near the surface, it gives a ∼ 10% larger efficiency at E ν = 10 18 eV compared to the default model.
Finally, we estimate the uncertainty due to our ν − N cross section model. The νN cross section model in our simulation is from Connolly et al. [20] which gives us the central values and upper and lower bounds for the ν − N cross section as a function of ν energy. At E ν = 10 18 eV, the uncertainty in the ν − N cross section give us up to ∼ 30% variance from the central value (from the upper bound on the neutral current cross section). Due to the Earth screening effect, we expect that a higher cross section should give use a lower sensitivity. At 10 18 eV, the lower bound on the νN cross section gave a ∼ 6.4% higher neutrino efficiency while the upper bound on the νN cross section gives a ∼ x% lower efficiency in comparison to the baseline model.
Overall, we estimate that we expect 0.06 + 0.52 − 0.05 background events with +12.9% and −16.4% uncertainties on our neutrino efficiency.
Projections for ARA3 and ARA37
The ARA collaboration aims to build an array of 37 stations to gain enough sensitivity to measure of order • for a design station. This limited range of observable arrival directions is due to the combination of the limited viewing region seen in Fig. 3 and the requirement that the coherent signal is emitted near the Cherenkov angle, which is relative to the arrival direction. When one adds in the screening effect of the Earth (red lines), almost all events with zenith angles less than 90
• disappear as well and thus the observable range of zenith angles is limited by the geometry of the Testbed by a factor of about 2.
100 UHE neutrinos and exploit the physics and astrophysics information that they carry. In this section we illustrate the factors that bring us from the sensitivity of this Testbed analysis to the expected ARA37 trigger sensitivity in Fig. 13 . For future detector configurations we compare sensitivities at the trigger level only. We do not know what our analysis efficiencies will be at those stages but expect that they will improve (see below). Table 4 lists the factors that bring the Testbed sensitivity in this paper to that expected for an ARA37 array at E ν = 10 18 eV, where, for many cosmogenic neutrino flux models, we expect to measure the largest number of neutrinos. The factors in Table 4 are all derived from the AraSim simulation and we use the effective area× solid angle AΩ eff as the figure of merit to compare the sensitivity of the detector at different stages. The effective area at the Testbed trigger level is a factor of 5 higher than at the analysis level at 10 18 eV. Going from the Testbed trigger level to an ARA deep station, we find a factor of 3.2 improvement in sensitivity. This is both because a shallow station is limited in the angle of incident RF emission that it can observe, and also because neutrinos steep enough to produce observable RF emission are subject to more earth absorption (see Fig. 14) . From one ARA station to ARA37, the sensitivity scales as the number of stations since at these energies, events tend to be seen by only one station and each station serves as its own independent detector. In addition to the improvements in sensitivity expected from increasing the number of deep stations as listed in Table 4 , we expect that our livetime, analysis efficiencies, and background rejection will all improve in the next neutrino searches in deep stations. Future improvements to the trigger (from a 3/8 coincidence to one based on pattern recognition, for example) will improve how efficiently we record neutrino signals in the first place.
Livetime improvements will come from two factors. The ARA2 and ARA3 stations have been running since February 2013 with ∼ 95% livetime, without the intermittent periods of deadtime we encountered with the Testbed. In addition, we expect to be able to remove the cut on the period when the South Pole is active and recover 3 months per year of livetime. We find that the number of events rejected by the cut on the period of South Pole activity (125 VPol, 13 HPol) is manageable and at a level that we can reasonably expect to reject by other means. Note that only one event in Table 2 was rejected by the SP Geometric Cut and not rejected by any other cut.
We expect analysis efficiencies for deep stations to improve compared to the Testbed due to the better uniformity of deep ice, the increased number of borehole antennas (four to eight), and analysis experience. The deep ice and increased number of antennas bring improved event reconstructions. This leads to improved rejection of backgrounds (which allows for looser analysis cuts) and a higher maximum correlation value for improved separation between signals and noise. and with these substitutions, Eq. A.6 becomes:
x − x 0 = σ 0 n 0 C With the condition that a ≥ 0 due to the fact that A is the index of refraction value at the deep ice and σ 0 = sin θ 0 ≥ 0, the integration of the right-hand-side of the Eq. A.10 can be solved using [34] :
(A.11)
After the integration from Eq. A.9, the equation becomes: This is Eq.1, and all values are given parameters from the index of refraction model and the source and target locations except the launching angle σ 0 which is the single unknown.
